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ON THE ORIENTATIONS AND THE
SPINORIAL STRUCTURES ON VECTOR BUNDLES *

KEEAN LEE AND HONGJAE LEE

In [4] the authors have proved that for every real vector bundle V -+ X
with compact base X there is an orientation of V EEl V and V EEl V EEl V EEl V
has a spinorial structure. In this paper, we shall prove a relation between
the first Stiefel-Whitney class Wl(V) E H 1(X : Zj2) (Z = the set of
integers) and an element of H 1(X : SO(n)) (Proposition 1) and some
relations between the second Stiefel-Whitney class W2(V) E H 2(X :
Zj2) and the spinorial structure on V (Theorem 4).

In this paper by V we mean a real vector bundle 7r : V -+ X such
that dim(V) = n and X is compact. An orientation on V is a function
which assigns an orientation to each fiber of V, subject to the following
local compatibility condition: There should exist a local system (U, 'P)
in X such that h: U x Rn ~ 7r- 1 (U) = Vlu with h IX X Rn : X X Rn -+

7r -1 ( X) = Vx (X E U) which is an orientation preserving homomorphism.
That is, there should exist sections SI, ... , Sn U -+ 7r-1 (U) so that the
basis Sl(X), ... , Sn(X) (x E U) determines the required orientation of Vx

([5]).
A cocycle {gji li, j EA} (A is an indexing set) of X is defined as

follows : There exist an open cover {Ui li EA} and continuous maps
gji : Ui n Uj -+ G (a topological group) such that gkj(X)' gji(X) = gki(X)
for each X E Ui n Uj n Uk where i,j, k E A. Two cocycles (Ui , gji) and
(Vr, hsr ) are equivalent if there exist continuous maps g[ : Ui n Vr -+ G
such that gJ(x)· gji(X)' g[(x)-l = hsr(x) for each x E Ui n Uj n Vr nVs'
This relation is an equivalence relation denoted by " ('V " ([2]). We put

H1(X : G) = (the set of all cocycles of X)j ('V
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([2]).
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PROPOSITION 1. For a real vector bundle V wl (V) = 0 if and only if
there is an element a of H1(X : SO(n)), whose image under the map
H1(X: SO(n)) -t H1(X: GLn(R)) is the class of the bundle V.

Proof. Since Wl(V) = 0 if and only if V is orientable ([3]), we
shall prove that V is orientable if and only if there is an element a E
H1(X: SO(n)), whose image under the map Hl(X : SO(n)) -t H1(X :
GLn(R)) is the class of the bundle V.

We suppose that V is orientable. Then there is a local coordinate
systems (Ui , 'Pi) (i E A) such that

'Pi,x = 'Pilx : x x Rn = Rn -t 1r-
1 (x)

is an orientation preserving isomorphism, where x E Ui. Therefore,
for x E Ui n Uj (i,j E A) there exists an 9ji(X) E SO(n) such that
9ji(X )'Pi,x = 'Pj,x. We define

9ji : Ui n Uj -t SO(n)

then 9ji is continuous since t..pi,x and 'Pj,x are continuous. It is clear
that 9ii(X) is the identity matrix in SO(n) and 9ij(X)9jk(X) = 9ik(X) for
x E Ui n Uj n Uk. Therefore {9ji Ii,j E A} is a cocycle of X. Hence we
have the class a of {9jd which is an element of Hl(X : SO(n)).

Conversely, we assume that there is an element a E H1(X : SO(n))
such that the image of a under the map

is the class of the bundle V. Then there is a cocycle {9jili,j EA} which
is in a. Thus each x E Ui n Uj 9ji(X) E SO(n), where {Uili E A} is an
open cover of X. For each i E A we consider the trivial vector bundle

(Ei = Ui X Rn, 1r~, Ui). In the topologically disjoint union UE i we give
iEA

the equivalence relation ei '" ej -<===? ej = 9ji(x)ei where x E Ui nUj,
ei E Ei,x and ej E Ej,x. We put
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which has the quotient topology. Then for each x E Ui n Uj since
9ji(X) E SO(n) the vector bundle (E,7r',X) is orientable. Since the
vector bundles V and E have the same cocycle {9ji Ii,j E A} V ~ E
and thus V is orientable.

Let Rn (R is the set of all real numbers) have the quadratic form
Q(x) = L: x;, where x ERn. For the spinorial group Spinen) of this
case we have the group exact sequence :

1 -+ Zj2 -+ Spin(n)~ SO(n) -+ 1

([1] or [2]).

LEMMA 2. p: Spine n) -+ SO( n) is a locally trivial fibration.

Proof. Let {el, ... ,en} be an orthogonal basis of Rn such that Q(ei) =
1 for 1 ::; i ::; n. By induction on p(O ::; p ::; n) we shall prove our
assertion. We define a neighborhood Vp(O ::; p ::; n) of 1 E SO(n) and a
continuous map

Sp : Vp -+ Spin(n)

such that

(i) Vo = SO(n) and'Va E Vo so(a) = 1
(ii) sp+I(a) =(l+tw)sp(a)wheret =a(e1.+l)andw = p(sp(a))(ep+d

(iii) Vp+l is the subset of Vp defined by the condition Q(t +w) t= O.

Then a-:-Ip(sp(a)) leaves el, ... ,ep fixed, where a E Vp. For example,
for a E VI a-Ip(SI(a))el = el because that sl(a) = 1 + a(edel and
p(sl(a))el = (1 + a(edel)el(l + a(el)ed-l = ~(1 + a(el)el)el(l 
a(el)ed = a(ed. We assume that a-Ip(sp_l(a)) (p ~ 2) leaves el, ... ,
ep-l fixed, and we shall prove that a-I p(Sp(a)) leaves eI, . .. ,ep fixed.

Since

sp(a) = (1 + tW)sp_I(a)

= (1 + a(ep)sp_l(a)epsp_l(a)-l)sp_l(a)

= (1 - a(ep)ep)sp_I(a)
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for ei (i = 1,2, ... ,p -1)
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a-I p(Sp(a »ei

= a- l ((I- a(ep)ep)Sp_l(a)eiSp_l(a)-l(l- a(ep)ep)-l)

= a-l (a(ei»(I- a(ep)ep)(I- a(ep)ep)-l

Moreover

a-I p(sp(a))ep
= a- l ((1- a(ep)ep)Sp_l(a)epSp_l(a)-l(l- a(ep)ep)-l)

= -a- l ((1 - a(ep)ep)ep(l- a(ep)ep)-l)

1 -1
= -"2a ((ep - a(ep))(1 +a(ep)ep»

Hence p(sn(a» = a, and the map a --+ sn(a) is a section of p defined
on the neighborhood Vn • Hence

w w

is a homeomorphism. For each a E SO(n) a Vn is a neighborhood of a
and it is clear that p-l(aVn ) ~ aVn X {1,-I}.

DEFINITION 3. For each real vector bundle 7r : V --+ X (X is compact)
a spinorial structure on V is an element (3 E Hl(X : Spin(n» such that
the image of (3 under the map

is the class of the bundle V.

Let Gn(RN ) (n ~ N) be the Grassmann manifold of n-dimensional
subspaces of RN. The canonical n-dimensional bundle ,t: on Gn(RN ) is
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the subbundle of the product bundle (Gn(RN ) x RN, p, Gn(RN)) with
the total space consisting of the subspace of pairs (W, x) E Gn(RN)x RN
with x E W. The inclusion map Gn(RN) --+ Gn(RN+1) defines the
injective limit space inj lim Gn(RN) = Gn(ROO) = BO(n). Similarly,,n = inj lim ,;;, that is, the canonical bundle ,n --+ HO(n) is a real
vector bundle with dimR(,n) = n. For every real vector bundle V --+ X
(X is compact) there exists a continuous function f : X --+ HO(n) such
that V ~ f*C/n) ([1], [3]). Moreover for the second Stiefel-Whitney
class W2(Tn) E cH2(BO(n); Z2) f*(W2C/n» = W2(V) E cH2(X : Z2)
is the second Stiefel-Whitney class of V, where cHi(y : G) is the ith

Ceck cohomology group of the topological space Y with coefficients in a
topological group G.

THEOREM 4. Let a real vector bundle V --+ X (X is compact) be an
oriented bundle.

(i) There is a spinorial structure on V if and only ifW2(V) E cH2(X :
Z2) is zero.

(ii) IfW2(V) = 0 there are 4 different spinorial structures on V.

7
----+V

Proof. (i) Note that cH1(BO(n); Z2)(~ Z2) has the generator WIC/n)
and that cH2(BO(n) : Z2)(:: Z2) has the generator W2( ,n) ([3], [5]).

As before, we have a bundle morphism (1,1) : (V --+ X) --+ (,n --+

BO(n)) such that

1 1
X L BO(n)

is commutative, f*(Tn) ~ V and f*(WiC/n)) = Wi(V) for i = 1,2. By
Lemma 2, there exists a finer open cover {Ui liE A} of X with a cocycle
{9ji : Ui n Uj --+ SO(n)li,j E A} of the bundle V (Note that V is an
oriented bundle) such that

for i,j E A (recall that p : Spin(n) --+ SO(n) is locally trivial). Then we
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have continuous maps
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UJ

Spin(n)

w

for i,j E A and tji = 1 or O. Moreover we define gji(X) = Inxn for all
x E Ui, where Inxn is the unit matrix in SO(n). We define continuous
maps

llJ
x

Spin(n)

lJJ

for i,j, k E A. Then it follows that p(gji) = gji. Let 6 be the boundary
operator in Ceck chain complex. Then

bhijkl(X) = hjkl(X) + hikl(X)-l + hijl(X) + hijk(Xr1

= (lnxn, 0)

for x E Ui n Uj n Uk nU,. Therefore {hijk } determines an element of
cH2(X : Spin(n».

We define a group homomorphism

</>: Spinen ) --t Z2

lV UJ
(A, t) --t IAjt = t,

where A E SO(n), IAI is the determinant of A and t = 1 or O. We put
the cohomology class of {</>hijk} = w~(V) E cH2(X : Z2).
Since cH2(BO(n) : Z2) ~ Z2 we can put
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(b) tij = tjk = 1 and tki = 0,
(d) tjk = tki = 1 and tij = O.

It is clear that w(V) = 0 = w'(V) if and only if {gji} is a cocycle of the
bundle V (see proof of (ii) below). Therefore W2(V) = 0 if and only if
there is a spinorial structure on V.

(ii) We shall use the notations in the proof of (i).
By the definition of </> we see that

w;(V) = 0 {:==} for every {i,j, k} CA tij + tjk + tki == 0 mod2.

Therefore we have 4 cases :
(a) tij = tjk = tki = 0,
(c) tij = tki = 1 and tjk = 0,

They satisfy that, for example,

and
ilij(x) = gji(X)-l.

That is, in the above cases {gjil is a cocycle of the bundle V. Thus if
W2(V) = 0 there are 4 different spinorial structures on V.
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